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Sight makes us solitary, whereas hearing creates a sense of connection and solidarity; the gaze wanders
lonesomely in the dark depths of a cathedral, but the sound of the organ makes us realise our aﬃnity
with the space. We stare alone at the suspense of the circus, but the burst of applause after the relaxation
of suspense unites us to the crowd. The sound of church bells through the streets makes us aware of our
citizenship. The echo of steps on a paved street has an emotional charge because the sound bouncing oﬀ
the surrounding walls puts us in direct interaction with space; the sound measures space and makes its
scale comprehensible. We stroke the edges of the space with our ears.
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Juhani Pallasmaa
from An Architecture of the Seven Senses
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The idea is to design a music centre for the disabled…at the WWRC
they have people with just about every kind of physical and mental
handicap, so this is a purposely challenging but very exciting opportunity for me to think about how one can design a building that does not
rely so much on just visual potency, but rather engages the other senses
as well. It will be a building that embraces the special circumstances
of handicapped individuals, instead of grudgingly including them out
of a code requirement. As part of keeping up with the musical world
while I design a building for the celebration of music, I’ve auditioned
and been accepted to play timpani for the ﬁrst time with the University Symphony Band, which is something I have long wanted to do in
college but thought I didn’t have the time...

Music is the underlying theme and purpose for the building, but I will be investigating the ways architecture can take the various accommodations needed
for a special population of people with varying disabilities and use them to
design a building which not only functions beautifully but is beautiful to all
the senses—not just visually. I believe that those with disabilities may be impaired in one form of perception, but very likely are more acute in their other
senses. Architecture as it is taught and presented to the public I feel is too
often limited to simply a bold visual image, but falls short when taking into account the other four (or more) ways our bodies understand our world.

January 2006

a center for music and the performing arts
to engage the senses
to enrich campus life
to experience the healing power of music

abstract abstract
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And so, as a musician myself, I think of music not only as something we hear,
but also as something we understand in the visual and haptic sense as well
when we are allowed to participate in making music. I want to design a place
where your residents and staﬀ, whether they have multiple disabilities or are
able-bodied, can go to listen to a concert; practice an instrument alone; play
or sing with a group; participate in music therapy; see a theatrical or dance
production; or even ‘play’ the surfaces of the building itself, where the building
becomes, in a sense, a very large musical instrument.

andrew horvath, excerpted from a letter written January 2006 to Ed Horvath
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The Woodrow Wilson Rehabilitation Center, located in rural Fishersville, Virginia (near Staunton) is
an institution dedicated to serving clients with a diverse range of disabilities, and often multiple
disabilities, to help them live and work as independently as possible. The WWRC seeks to be a
holistic rehabilitation community, which provides on its 225-acre campus not only vocational and
life-skills training, but assistive technology services, medical care, physical therapy, residential life
in dormitories, and student activities.
In the Center’s 2005 Annual Report, their goal is stated:
Today, as throughout its history, WWRC is dedicated to returning clients to an autonomous
life. Successful clients work at fulltime jobs in their home communities, support themselves,
and require little or no ﬁnancial support from public funds.
The WWRC has clients with disabilities ranging from brain and spinal cord injuries to speech and
auditory impairment to autism and psycho-social disorders. Length of enrollment is based on
progress made in reaching measurable rehabilitative goals, but most residential clients remain at
the center for about two years.
proposed music center location

thewwrc the woodrow wilson rehabilitation center
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(replaces existing auditorium)
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instructional, administrative, medical, residential, and student life buildings at the woodrow wilson rehabilitation center are almost entirely situated around ‘the quad,’ a large,
ﬂat, rectangular lawn at the heart of campus. the buildings are double- or triple-storey
institutional boxes in brown brick.
a covered walkway runs around the entire perimeter of the quad, allowing clients and
staff to move from building to building out of the rain.

existingconditions existing conditions
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a featureless and dated auditorium is at center-stage of the quad, visible from everywhere on campus but providing little reason to look. it is renowned to have extremely
poor acoustics and lighting, and posesses no welcoming features. as such, the auditorium is rarely used at present.
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boxes within boxes.
substructures within a superstructure.

physical + visual + acoustic isolation of spaces.
functional encapsulation.
sainsbury visual arts centre [foster] :: england

walk into an instrument.

architecture as physical music.

playing the building.
casino lugano :: lugano, switzerland

a place for music.

heightened sensory awareness.

conceptualdevekionebt conceptual development
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please touch.
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cedarwood oil

entry to superstructure

pine oil

elevator

patchouli oil

entry to auditorium

eucalyptus oil

entry to upper lounge

“

I always like walking into the music building

because it smells so good. Most people don’t realise how much I rely on my sense of
smell to determine my surroundings. And going into each area of the building has a distinctive aroma. For instance, walking in from outside reminds me of summers out on my
neighbour’s deck, or this cedar toy chest at my grandma’s house. And the elevator smells
like a Christmas tree. I love that smell. There are a couple other ones upstairs and going
into the auditorium, but I can’t exactly put my ﬁnger on what they are.
Katie
Newport News, Virginia
blind

experience experience \\\ katie
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REHAB [herzog + demeuron] :: basel, switzerland
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a cedar box wrapped in copper to keep out the
elements, the front entry bridges across the ﬂatﬂow reﬂecting pool and ‘moat’ and penetrates
the glazed curtain wall. the low ceiling, the
wooden boards, and the rich aroma of cedar
oil create an entrance condition to the superstructure of the music center that stirs the senses.
a cor-ten sculpture invites visitors to touch and
begin the interactive experience of the music
center.
embassy of ﬁnland [heikkinen komonen] :: washington, dc

detail detail \\\ front entry
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storm king art center :: mountainville, ny
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“

One thing I appreciate, and I know our clients also enjoy

so much about the music building, are the diﬀerent ways to go between the three ﬂoors. I like the way the sounds change as you go
up and down the stairs between those big metal plates.
Or, if you notice, the long ramp that goes down to the basement makes diﬀerent-pitched sounds as you walk down it. I know clients
in wheelchairs always comment on that ramp because of the rhythms the grooves make with their wheels. That’s sort of like a treat
just for them. People in motorised chairs will go up and down that ramp when there’s some show in the auditorium, but the ones
that push themselves usually prefer to take the elevator. It’s so big that you can get quite a crowd in there all at once. Very diﬀerent.
It’s nice to see some place that really tries to make people with disabilities feel welcome.
Karen
Waynesboro, Virginia
physical therapist

yavapai college :: prescott, az

experience experience \\\ karen
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roman ruins cover [zumthor] :: chur, ch
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roman ruins cover [zumthor] :: chur, switzerland

curtain wall structural member

suspended walkway / platform

front entry box (copper-clad)

jakob cablenet guard/handrail

level two ( + 10’-0”)

steel plates
wooden treads

steel diamond plate treads

level one ( + 0’ 0”)

neon tube

level zero ( - 11’-0”)

section
water wall

detail detail \\\ stairwell
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yavapai college :: prescott, az
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“

irregular curvature of cast-in-place concrete walls of practice
rooms create zones of focused and dispersed reﬂections, depending on the location of the musician within the room.

conference centre [ando] :: weil, germany

I always wanted to play the drums for years,
but I never really got the chance until I started music therapy here with Gail. We started with djembes, but right away I wanted to go to the drumset. Eventually I was allowed to borrow the one practice kit the Center owns as long as I lock it back up in the instrument storage locker. So I play it for
an hour every day, and when I can’t play that, I am always tapping on everything else.
Which is why I love this building…you can play just about everything. Sometime it’s obvious that
you’re supposed to hit it, like the box of metal plates in the lobby, or the bells out in the Hall of Heroes. But then there’s other stuﬀ you gotta look for, like the bars that hang down in front of the elevator window, or sculpture in the front entrance. Pretty much you can play everything in the building
if you really try.
Rhythm is to intuition, emotion,
and aesthetics what scientiﬁc
order and logic are to the intellect. One of the essential qualities of rhythm, if not the essential
quality, is its power of conveying
the presence of life.

Edward
Norton, Virginia
Aspberger’s syndrome

Emil-Jacques Dalcroze, “Rhythm,
Music and Education”

experience experience \\\ edward
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parco della musica [renzo piano] :: rome
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platform lift

ramp

rhythm ramp

locking rail for rigging

louvred privacy window

meeting room I
[green room]

wings can be set up with removable
seating; or fully- or partially-enclosed
with curtains for backstage purposes

wing stage right

stage
(-9’-0”)

wing stage left
glazed curtain wall

movable vanity console

concrete pylon

auditorium
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ﬂat ﬂoor for removable
seating, stage extension,
or performance
(-11’-0”)

transition boxes into auditorium
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sawtooth reﬂectors

(below stadium seating)

megawall

meeting room II
[dance studio]

barre

storage

double wall for
acoustical isolation

elevator

structural column

practice
room A

lower lobby
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grotto resonator
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practice
room B
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N

1

/16” = 1’ - 0”

instrument storage lockers

raised landing (-9’6”)

plan plan \\\ level zero
(-11’-0”)
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mechanical shaft
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“

There are deﬁnitely some unusual features

in the music building which I wish more places had. For one thing, a lot of the ﬂoors have these
textured rubber pathways which help the visually impaired navigate the room without running
into walls or tripping over things. They lead to handrails and doorways, and everything is really
well-marked with Braille signs.

I can’t see much, but I can diﬀerentiate between light and dark. I like the lobby because the sun
comes in very strong, but the shadows are constantly changing. Especially on windy days, there
are these big metal circles on the outside of the building that rotate in the wind…it’s almost like
the light is dancing. And also, the pool of water out front really lights up the lobby when the sun
hits it just right.
Sonya
Baltimore, Maryland
visual impairment

palacio de congresos [foster] :: valencia, spain

storm king art center :: mountainville, ny

yavapai college :: prescott, az

experience experience \\\ sonya
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parco della musica [renzo piano] :: rome
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B

service entrance box
(ground-level to platform
lift at full height)

lightgap

structural column
glazed curtain wall

DN

A

A

megawall

auditorium
rhythm ramp

(open to below)

double spherical reﬂector

Hall of Heroes

superstructure vierendeel truss

cast bronze semi-tubular bell
ﬂat-ﬂow reﬂecting pool

concave spherical reﬂectors
(overhead)

(+0’-0”)

transition box between Hall of
Heroes and superstructure

side entry vestibules for
sound and light lock

main entry to
auditorium
elevator

C

C
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mechanical shaft

pile resonator

sculpture
the cube (overhead)

stairwell

transition box between music center
and existing student center

N

1

/16” = 1’ - 0”

plan plan \\\ level one
(+ 0’-0”)
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“

So I started this Bible study group last month
with my roommate Alex, who’s also a Christian. We’ve been meeting in the lounge upstairs in the
music building, and so far we have about six or seven guys coming out every Thursday night. I like to
have it there because then other people just hanging out might stop and see what we’re up to.

It’s a pretty popular place to go, not just because of the music stuﬀ, but there’s a lot of little places you
can get away and just read or study or talk to friends. And it looks cool, too. If there’s some special
event up in the lounge, we can go downstairs to one of the other group rooms.

experience experience \\\ john
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John
Frederick, Maryland
rheumatoid arthritis
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glass and steel walkway
canopy
walkway ﬂoor light ﬁxtures
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concrete pylon
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plan plan \\\ level two
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transition box between music center
and existing student center
(below)
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detail detail \\\ transition boxes
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“

Well, it must be spring now

because the birds are back in full force and singing their hearts
out every morning when I go out. The birds always like to perch
all over the ﬂat metal bands that wrap around the music building. Today there were so many, it looked like little notes all over
a music staﬀ, and each ‘note’ was singing its own song.
I probably noticed that just now because I’ve been playing piano
more in the practice rooms downstairs. My parents made me
take piano lessons in elementary school, but it wasn’t until a
couple weeks ago that I sat down at the keys and really started
to enjoy it.
Jenna
Farmville, Virginia
multiple sclerosis
REHAB [herzog + demeuron] :: basel, switzerland

experience experience \\\ jenna
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REHAB [herzog + demeuron] :: basel, switzerland
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ﬁxed louvres
existing student center

glazed curtain wall

front entry box

galvanised metal cladding

glass and steel walkway canopy

1

/16” = 1’ - 0”

elevation elevation \\\ southwest
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yavapai college library :: prescott, az
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hollywood megaplex :: vienna

“

When I had my accident two years ago

and was conﬁned to this chair, I thought my life was over. But eventually I realised that I
might as well get good at doing something with my hands. My uncle gave me this guitar,
and I just ate it up. I’ve only been playing for about a year, but already I can play most of
the stuﬀ oﬀ the ‘Cream of Clapton’ album.
It’s funny how you can live in a place for a long time and never really see something obvious.
Like last week I was out on the quad at night and I saw that big long window with all the
bright-coloured glass? It’s supposed to look like a guitar fretboard. I mean, must be, but I
just never noticed it before. I’ve rolled along that window in the music center tons of times,
but I guess I was just paying more attention to all the colours that hallway changes in the
afternoon. I just got a kick out of that.

southeast elevation :: night

Rob
Salem, Virginia
paraplegia

hollywood megaplex :: vienna

experience experience \\\ rob
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rainbow cove green [christopher janney] :: boston
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sculptural wind vane discs

coloured glass

ﬁxed louvres

galvanised metal cladding

transition box into upper lounge
listening pod (end unit)

transition box from Hall of Heroes

glass and steel walkway canopy

cast-in-place concrete

service (platform lift) entrance

bronze semi-tubular bells
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elevation elevation \\\ southeast
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‘basketweave’ cast-in-place concrete
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“

My favourite place to go right now, I think,
is the ‘listening pods’ up in the lounge of the music building. I got an iPod for my birthday, and I can
just take it up there, plug it in, and watch people play basketball out the window. The walls I guess are
soundproof, so I can turn it up as loud as I want – which I can’t do back at the dorm! And it’s totally
surround-sound – it’s like you’re sitting in the middle of the music.

yavapai college :: prescott, az

Maxwell
Front Royal, Virginia
cerebral palsy

biblioteca universitaria di lugano :: switzerland

mariners church :: irvine, ca

experience experience \\\ maxwell
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yavapai college :: prescott, az

Sometimes I listen to music from the library – there’s this touch-screen with just about every kind of
music you can think of. They’ve got music on there from all around the world – some of that’s pretty
weird, but it’s cool, I guess.
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ground-face CMU

galvanised metal cladding

Hall of Heroes

elevator window

mechanical shaft

existing student center

transition box into superstructure
listening pod

study carrels

listening pod
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elevation elevation \\\ northeast
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elevator window and tongue louvres
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“

I go to the music building every day

terence parkin olympic swimmer deaf
thomas edison inventor learning disability
franklin d. roosevelt president paraplegic (polio)
samuel johnson 18th-century writer tourette syndrome
helen keller disability advocate deaf, blind, mute
They call it the Hall of Heroes because on these big metal tubes hanging from the
columns – they’re actually bells, and you can push on them to ring them – they
marla runyan olympic runner Stargardt disease
have all these diﬀerent famous people who had some kind of disability. There are
a whole lot of important people out there who had to overcome the exact same diffrancisco goya 19th-century painter deaf
ﬁculties that people have here at the Woodrow Wilson Center.
derek paravicini concert pianist autism
Damien
Danville, Virginia
terence parkin olympic swimmer deaf
autism
christopher reeve actor quadriplegic
robin williams actor ADHD
john horner paleontologist dyslexia
marlee matlin actress/comedienne deaf
patty duke actress manic-depressive disorder
ludwig von beethoven classical composer deaf
stephen hawking theoretical physicist ALS (lou gehrig’s disease)
jim abbott major league baseball player born with one hand
itzhak perlman concert violinist paraplegic (polio)
michael wolff jazz musician tourette syndrome
sarah bernhardt french actress amputee
hans christian andersen author dyslexia
after drafting class and work on my beatboxing skills. There are lots of places there
that are really great for beatbox, because the ceiling is low, or really high, or wood,
or whatever. I just like to go around and try out the diﬀerent areas. The best is
probably the domes in the ceiling of the patio…the ‘Hall of Heroes,’ it’s called. The
dome makes the beat come right back into your head. Or I go to the grotto. But I
like to be outdoors. I’m gonna be in the talent show next month.

shinto temple bell

FDR memorial :: washington, dc

experience experience \\\ damien
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tubular bells
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sculptural wind vane discs

glass and steel walkway canopy

interface with existing student center

Hall of Heroes
ground-face CMU
bronze semi-tubular bells

galvanised metal cladding

ﬁxed louvres

front entry box
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elevation elevation \\\ northwest
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yavapai college :: prescott, az
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“

It may seem strange at ﬁrst that as a deaf person,

my favourite building on campus is the music building. But it’s just a great place to be…it looks very diﬀerent
from any other place here at the WWRC, and there’s always something interesting going on. I now believe I
have a greater understanding of why people like music so much, because here, I can see and feel the music in my
hands. I can actually play instruments in music therapy, which before I never had the opportunity to do. Of
course, I like to go to the Cube when other people are in there making sounds.
But the best part for me is when we have guests come here to play in the auditorium. I like to watch all the different instruments people play. If it’s a symphonic band or orchestra, I try to get a seat in the balcony. But if it’s
a rock band, I want to be on the ﬂoor right next to the stage so I can feel the bass.
Luis
Greensboro, North Carolina
deaf

experience experience \\\ luis
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parco della musica [renzo piano] :: rome
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the ‘megawall’ encloses the auditorium box within the superstructure. this 42” thick wall creates visual mass, thermal mass to
re-radiate the sun’s daytime energy at night, and has multiple
layers to promote the acoustic isolation of the auditorium.
two-foot deep gabion boxes form the exterior shell, which are
ﬁlled with brick rubble (washed to remove dust) produced in
the demolition of the previous auditorium building. these gabions are re-stacked in a running bond, creating a scale change
as well as a paradigm shift in the deﬁnition of a ‘brick wall.’

yavapai college :: prescott, az

the gabion wall is bonded and sealed with a layer of shotcrete
on the wall interior, and attached to the structural steel core.
spray-up acoustical insulation is then applied to the concrete.
a disconnected structure of lighter-gauge steel supports the
plywood interior wall.

detail detail \\\ megawall :: exterior
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dominus winery :: napa valley, ca
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the interior sidewalls of the auditorium may be
acoustically attenuated to better suit the current
function. for certain types of instrumental and
vocal music, a more live, acoustically-present
room is preferable. however, for applications
such as ampliﬁed music, lectures, and movies, a
drier, less-reverberant room is necessary.
evangelical free church:: corona, ca

the sawtooth faces of the sidewalls contain sliding insulation panels that may be manually deployed to the desired ratio of acoustic absorption and reﬂection for audience-level sound
waves.
wood walls and ﬂoors create a intimate environment inside the auditorium that conveys
warmth visually, haptically, and acoustically.

detail detail \\\ megawall :: interior
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yavapai college :: prescott, az
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superstructure truss

wood drop-ceiling

long-span bar joist

transition box into upper lounge

main proscenium truss

proscenium screen

suspended walkway

upper lounge

study carrel

concrete pylon
structural column

rhythm ramp (hollows beneath)

hall of heroes

water wall

movable vanity console

green room

corridor

stage
sawtooth sound attenuator

megawall
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section section \\\ A - A
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service (platform lift) entrance
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“

When I was hired here as a music therapist,
I was blown away by the fact that this building was created at the WWRC with such an emphasis
on music. It’s perfect for what I do everyday – to engage the clients of the Center in participating
in music and related activities, to help them overcome some of the social, psychological, or physical
obstacles they are dealing with.

One of my favourite places to conduct music therapy is what we call the ‘Chandelier’ or the ‘Cube.’ It’s
an interactive room which hangs from the ceiling in the lobby, and there are nine glass panels on each
side. Each panel is sound-sensitive, so that sound directed at each panel causes it to light up with
colour. I can control the sensitivity of the panels and the response, so the colours change according
to pitch or volume. It’s really great for the hearing-impaired to understand music visually. This afternoon I’m taking hand drums up to the Cube for a group session.
Gail
Staunton, Virginia
music therapist

logan international airport

‘circling’ by christopher janney :: dfw airport

experience experience \\\ gail
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‘circling’ by christopher janney :: dfw airport
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balcony
entry vestibule to auditorium

the cube

front traveller
bar joist

long-span bar joist
main proscenium bridge truss

superstructure truss
wide-ﬂange steel for rigging
cyclorama
orchestra ceiling
transverse curtain (for creating stage wings)

auditorium

pile resonator

transition box into upper lounge

ﬂyloft
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guitar window
suspended walkway

stairwell
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storage
elevator shaft
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platform lift (at stage level)

section section \\\ B - B
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lower lobby

rhythm ramp (hollows below)

stage
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therme vals :: vals, switzerland

the grotto resonator is
modelled after ‘fountain
grotto 36o c’ at therme
vals by peter zumthor.

“

I don’t know if I’m a good singer or not.

I’d like to think I am. I love to sing, but I don’t really want anyone to hear me. I’ll go to the
grotto or the practice rooms downstairs in the music building, and I can pretty much belt out
my songs in privacy.

The grotto is pretty awesome, because you can just make the slightest hum or whisper and
it just resonates in that tube. I was so surprised the ﬁrst time I went in there. It gets so narrow, I wasn’t sure my power chair would ﬁt inside. But once you’re in there, the ﬂoor is lit up
but you can’t see the top. Then you start to sing, and, wow. Your voice is like, everywhere. I
dunno. Maybe I’ll get brave and join the women’s choir.

experience experience \\\ dana

page

Dana
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania
quadriplegia
33

walt disney concert hall :: l.a.

detail detail \\\ grotto :: pile resonator
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metal sheet piling
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yavapai college :: prescott, az

gabions (megawall exterior)

transition boxes (copper-clad)

superstructure truss

suspended walkway

steel and glass walkway canopy

Hall of Heroes

mechanical room

hydraulic elevator
main entry box to auditorium
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instrument storage lockers

practice room
grotto resonator

ﬂat-ﬂow reﬂecting pool
front entry box

section section \\\ C - C
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ﬁxed louvres

jakob cablenet guardrail
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